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ABOUT US  

Established by seasoned Fiduciary practitioners who operated in the corporate environment for a combined 100 

years plus. We grew uneasy with the corporate operating model which appears to “place profit before client”. 

The rigidness of the corporate offering, and the pedestrian manner in reacting to the client’s ever changing 

fiduciary needs precipitated the formation of BEXs. Our focus on flexible, cost effective client centric fiduciary 

solutions drives our story. 
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“ 
” - Booker T Washington 

We have pleasure in introducing our newest Professional Fiduciary Practitioner, Rose 

Kleinhans. Rose has some 36 years’ experience in the Fiduciary business, which has 

seen her operate in most area of Fiduciary, all of which were at Standard Trust. Her 

career in at Standard Trust saw her being promoted through the ranks to supervising 

a relatively large team to eventually managing a department.   

Her communication skills, and personable disposition, made Rose a perfect coach and 

trainer which brought enabled her team to flourish. This same disposition, took her 

overseas to engage with Bank of New York London and Belgium to learn new foreign 

trading systems before bringing this back to roll across the company. Over and above 

this, Rose was responsible for mentoring and bringing up tutoring of many staff to 

company standards. 

Rose’s all round skills saw her eventually ending up in the estates department where 

she was able to put all her previous learning to exceptional use and add enormous 

value to the team and company at large. 
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CONCOURTS DISSENTING JUDGEMENT REFERS “BROADER 

PROBLEM” OF PERMANENT LIFE PARTNERSHIP TO PARLIAMENT  

UNDERSTANDING A TRUST’S OWNERSHIP 

RIGHTS IN CLOSE CORPORATIONS 

 

- Petrol Pump Oracle 

” 
“ 
Page 2 of  4 

While the highest court in the land recently ruled that women in long-term heterosexual relationships can inherit 
from their partner's estate, a dissenting judgment considered it appropriate to refer the matter to Parliament. The 
dissenting judgment penned by Justice Chris Jafta referred the "broader problem" to Parliament for it to consider 
passing legislation to address the affairs of permanent life partnerships. "It is plain to us that the underlying problem 
of women who find themselves in permanent life partnerships and are unable to support themselves is a broader 
problem that must be addressed by Parliament. 
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 INTEGRITY 

Doing the right thing even 

when nobody is watching 

  CLIENT CENTRICITY 
Client before profit 

  SYMBIOTIC 

RELATIONSHIPS 

Partnering with like-minded 

professionals to offer our clients 

a holistic wealth offering 

 BEST 

FIDUCIARY 

ADVICE 
 FLEXIBLE AND 

RELEVANT 

FIDUCIARY 

SOLUTIONS 

Close corporations can no longer be registered in South Africa and will be 

phased out over time. However, until then, many people are unaware that 

trusts cannot actually own a member’s interest in a close corporation. This 

is because a trust is not a legal person and is an accumulation of assets and 

liabilities which comprise the trust estate. Its assets and liabilities vest in its 

trustees to be managed for the benefit of the trust beneficiaries. The trust 

estate, although not a person, constitutes a legal entity. 
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The applicant (C) brought an application under sec 2(3) of the Wills Act, 7 of 1953 (the 

Act) for the declaration as a valid will of a document which did not comply with the 

formalities for a valid will as set out in sec 2(1) of the Act. C also applied to be declared 

competent to inherit under sec 4A(2)(a) of the Act, despite the fact that she signed the 

document as one of the witnesses. 

The deceased (Gregory) signed the second page of a document purporting to be his 

last will and testament on 24 January 2014, in the presence of C, her father, and 

Gregory’s brother Gareth, the third respondent (cited in the heading as the second 

respondent). The three in attendance all signed the second page as witnesses. The first 

page was not signed by anyone. Gareth and P (fourth respondent) and B (fifth 

respondent) alleges that Gregory did not draft the document, especially page 1 

thereof, and that he never intended it to be his last will and testament. The document 

bequeaths Gregory’s motor cycles, motor cycle equipment, tools, protective clothing 

and other paraphernalia to Gareth, and the residue to C. Gareth, P, and B asked the 

court to declare a previous document which was deleted from Gregory’s personal  
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computer to be his last will and testament under the provisions of sec 2(3) of the 

Act. A computer expert testified, however, that this document was deleted prior to 

24 January 2014, when the document which forms the basis of C’s application was 

signed. 

The court (De Wet AJ) held that, based on this evidence, everything points to a 

conclusion that Gregory did draft and execute the document signed on 24 January 

2014, with the intention that it should be his last will and testament. The court also 

found that there is nothing to suggest that C unduly influenced or threatened 

Gregory into drafting or executing the document. The court declared the document 

of 24 January 2014 to be Gregory’s last will and testament and ordered the Master 

to accept it as such. The court also declared C to be competent to inherit under sec 

4A(2)(a) of the Act. 
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LEGAL CORNER  

SALE SUBJECT TO “OBTAINING FUNDS 

FROM” AN INHERITANCE 

 
In property sale transactions that do not follow the usual 

pattern - facilitated by an estate agent with funding 

obtained from a bank – it is important for sellers and buyers 

to pay very special attention to details. In this matter, the 

parties included a suspensive condition rendering the sale 

subject to the purchaser “obtaining funds” from a deceased 

estate. The inheritance was subsequently paid over, but not 

before the purchaser grew cold feet and sought to escape 

liability. She argued that the agreement lapsed for lack of 

“obtaining funds” by a certain date, as the funds were not 

paid over at the relevant date. The seller argued there was 

fulfilment as the funds were “available”, and the condition 

met. 

Patrinos (N.O) v Theresa (883/2021) [2021] ZAFSHC 226 (17 

September 2021) 
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